Inhibition of ribozymes by deoxyribonucleotides and the origin of DNA.
Two catalytic functions were required, minimally, for the appearance of DNA in evolution: a ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) and a reverse transcriptase (RT). If one accepts the explanatory strength of the RNA world model, it is clear that DNA molecules arose in the RNA world at some stage during the early evolution of cells. I suggest that competition for limited and valuable resources such as nucleotides, amino acids, and sugars made an early appearance among RNA cells, RNA viruses, viroids, and RNA plasmids. Structural and functional similarities between the different types of polymerases favor the simple hypothesis that the first RTs were RNA polymerase mutants that preferentially joined together preexisting deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) using RNA templates. What was the role of dNTPs inside cells before DNA was synthesized and tested by natural selection? The oxygen atom that is removed by the reductase is of crucial importance to many ribozyme functions, since the 2'-OH is a strong nucleophile that forms transitional states during catalysis. Consequently, a RNR may have been used by cellular parasites to inhibit ribozyme action. Thus, DNA may have been, initially, an inert by-product of retrotranscription in lineages that acquired RTs and could synthesize DNA molecules using cellular RNA templates to detoxify the intracellular environment. DNA was useless as template until a transcriptase (DNA-dependent RNA polymerase) evolved that could copy (-)DNA to reconstitute the (+)RNA genome, indeed a successful way of confronting ribonuclease threats in the RNA world.